A mathematical model of the ion-acoustic turbulence that is known to develop in the plume of hollow cathodes is presented. The model takes the form of a partial differential equation for the ion-acoustic wave energy density that can be solved concurrently with a set of the equations of motion that have been augmented with anomalous terms to account for the ion-acoustic turbulence-driven transport of momentum and heat for electrons and ions. Numerical simulations in two-dimensional axisymmetric geometry that solve the complete system of these equations show significantly better agreement with plasma measurements compared to a previous idealized model, which assumed complete saturation of the ion-acoustic turbulence and did not account for the growth stage of the waves. In particular, the model is able to predict accurately the location and magnitude of the maximum resistivity to the electron current along the cathode centerline. 
As an example, the Asteroid Robotic Redirect Mission (ARRM) concept would make use of Hall thrusters and have power and operating time requirements in the order of 30 kW and 30,000 h, respectively [1, 2] . All the components of the electric propulsion system, including the hollow cathodes that act as the source of electrons for plasma propulsion devices, must be qualified to meet mission requirements. The path to qualification through predictive modeling most recently has been identified as a tool for assessing the ion propulsion system for ARRM because validated models can help overcome concerns associated with qualification through ground testing, such as the problem of facility effects and high costs incurred by long-duration tests. Predictive modeling of hollow cathodes must be able to address the multiple failure mechanisms that have been observed in experimental testing. Awell-known failure mechanism in hollow cathodes is the erosion of the cathode keeper (a metallic piece that protects the cathode structure from ion bombardment) [3, 4] . The principal cause of keeper erosion has been identified as the sputtering by ions with energies that exceed the discharge voltage [5] . Thus, keeper erosion has been prevented in the past by employing materials with lower sputtering yield and by operating at flow rates and discharge currents that prohibit "plume mode", a condition whose characteristic feature is the presence of large global oscillations in the plume of the cathode. Even though the driving mechanism for plume mode is not completely understood, it has been shown experimentally that it can be avoided by increasing the mass flow of propellant gas into the cathode. Although the employment of these techniques produced successful results in low-current cathodes (less than 20 A), it has been unclear until recently how the required increase in generated current imposed by high-power space exploration missions would affect the degradation mechanisms in hollow cathodes. Other observed failure mechanisms in hollow cathodes include erosion of the cathode orifice and emitter depletion [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Driven largely by a need to understand the evolution of the partially ionized gas inside hollow cathodes, which is inherently difficult to access with diagnostics, development of the Orificed Cathode 2D (OrCa2D) code began in the mid-2000s [6, [12] [13] [14] [15] . The largely collisional plasma inside most electric propulsion hollow cathodes lends itself to a continuum description of the conservation laws, as confirmed by several results of OrCa2D simulations having been validated by plasma measurements [5, 6, 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] . The nearplume region of these devices, however, has proven more difficult to capture accurately. The first efforts to model the plume with OrCa2D revealed that electron resistivity due to classical collisions are orders of magnitude too low to explain the measured plasma parameters. Mikellides et al. [13] postulated that the presence of anomalous resistivity in the plume of a hollow cathode was required to explain the rise of the plasma potential and electron temperature measured downstream of the orifice of a cathode operating at 25 A. It was also pointed out in [6, 17] by means of numerical simulations and analysis of the same cathode that the conditions for growth of ion-acoustic turbulence (IAT) [18] [19] [20] [21] existed downstream of the orifice exit and that, when an idealized anomalous resistivity model for the electrons subjected to IAT was included, the agreement with the measurements near the orifice improved significantly. The idealized model was based on the formulations of Sagdeev and Galeev [22] who assumed that the IAT saturates through nonlinear wave-particle interactions, enabling them to reduce the anomalous collision frequency to a simple algebraic function of the macroscopic plasma parameters. Subsequently, the use of the Sagdeev and Galeev formulation in OrCa2D led to the correct modeling of experimentally measured plasma parameters along the centerlines of the NSTAR [5] and NEXIS cathodes [13] , operating at maximum discharge currents of 13.3 and 27.5 A, respectively, as well as a 100 A LaB 6 laboratory cathode [15] , although in this case, the agreement was mostly qualitative. The presence of IAT in the near plume of hollow cathodes was later confirmed experimentally for the first time in a high-current lanthanum hexaboride (LaB 6 ) cathode as reported by Jorns et al. [23] .
Even though the Sagdeev and Galeev IAT model appeared to capture well the IAT-driven anomalous transport in low-current cathodes, our most recent work indicates that OrCa2D captures plasma trends only qualitatively in higher-current cathodes. This suggests that the assumptions that led to the Sagdeev and Galeev scaling of the anomalous collision frequency fail at higher currents. Thus, it is necessary to develop a more sophisticated model that selfconsistently captures the evolution of the IAT in the cathode plume. A major motivation for a more accurate model is that IAT can lead to the formation of a high-energy tail in the distribution function of the ions [23, 24] . These high-energy ions can produce erosion of the keeper surface. In attempts to mitigate such erosion, a parametric study of the magnitude of the turbulence as a function of the discharge current and mass flow rate of xenon performed by Jorns et al. [25] identified a range of mass flow rates at discharge currents in excess of 25 A within which the amplitude of the turbulent oscillations were minimal.
In this paper, we present a model for the IAT that stems directly from kinetic theory and the notion that waves can be described as quasi particles. The model, presented in Sec. II, takes the form of a partial differential equation (PDE) instead of the algebraic expression based on the Sagdeev-Galeev model [22] used to date. This PDE is solved concurrently with the evolution equations for neutrals, ions, and electrons, already reported in [5, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] . In this study, we also find that self-induced magnetic fields are not negligible in cathodes operating at large discharge currents. Therefore, Ohm's law for electrons has been modified to account for the azimuthal component of the magnetic field. Comparisons between plasma measurements and numerical results are shown in Sec. III for a high-current LaB 6 cathode operating at 140 A and 10 cm 3 . Section IV summarizes the main findings in this paper.
II. Mathematical Model and Numerical Implementation in the OrCa2D Code
The physics models and numerical methods in OrCa2D have been described in detail in [5, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] 26 ] and will only be described briefly here. OrCa2D solves conservation laws for the three species present in a partially ionized gas: electrons, xenon ions, and xenon neutrals. A time-splitting method in which all the equations are solved consecutively at every time step is employed. Inside the cathode, the Navier-Stokes equations for neutral xenon are solved using an implicit backward Euler scheme, which includes the viscous terms. It has been shown that the flow of neutrals transitions from a low to a high Knudsen number downstream of the cathode orifice. Thus, a fluid approximation is not applicable in the cathode plume. Free molecular flow, in which neutrals move in straight paths, is assumed downstream of an axial location, typically chosen to be in the cathode orifice where the Knudsen number approaches unity. Mass and momentum continuity are preserved across the transition boundary. The Euler equations for mass and momentum of charged ions are solved in the entire computational domain. The presence of ion momentum terms was recently included to account for the increased ion densities and currents in high-current cathodes. The effects of ionization, charge exchange, and electron-ion collisions are considered in the equations and modeled as source or drag terms. The conservation equations for ions are also solved using a backward Euler implicit scheme. Previous studies [14, 15] that did not take into account the anomalous heating that ions may undergo have shown that the thermal equilibration time between ions and neutrals is small, which allowed for solving only one energy equation for both ions and neutrals. In this paper, it is shown that anomalous heating of the ions in the plume due to IAT is, in fact, the dominating term in the ion energy equation, and therefore a separate equation is solved. Finally, the plasma parameters for electrons are determined from the solution of the electron energy equation, which also employs a backward Euler scheme, and the combination of the current conservation equation with the vector form of Ohm's law. The resistivity in Ohm's law is determined as a function of the classical collision frequencies (i.e., electron-ion and electron-neutral) and the anomalous collision frequency that models the effect of the IAT on the electron transport. When an external magnetic field is applied, the resistivity is no longer isotropic, with the component perpendicular to the magnetic field dependent on the electron Hall parameter Ω e .
The choice of an implicit Euler scheme, which is first-orderaccurate, for time discretization, is justified by the requirement of employing sufficiently large time steps that simulations can be run in the time frame of a few hours in workstation computers. Spatial discretization makes use of a Harten-Lax-van Leer (HLL) scheme [27] for convection terms. This method, although first-orderaccurate, is able to capture all the possible wave patterns that may occur and can be evaluated implicitly (according to the implicit Euler scheme used for time discretization) [28] . This method is also monotone because it captures discontinuities without numerical oscillations in the solution. Diffusion terms (thermal and electrical conductivity) are evaluated by means of a centered scheme that offers second-order accuracy.
The computational domain ( Fig. 1 ) comprises the interior of the cathode tube and a considerable section (in the order of tens of centimeters) of the plume, which includes the collecting surface of the anode. The computational domain is designed in a way such that it can replicate the exact conditions at which a cathode test was run in the laboratory. Because a magnetic-field-aligned mesh (MFAM) [29, 30] simplifies the solution of Ohm's law, the computational mesh can be made aligned to an applied external magnetic field if one existed in the laboratory test or if the aim of the simulation is to understand plasma parameters when the cathode is operated with a Hall thruster. Convergence of the solution as a function of mesh resolution in OrCa2D was shown for the NSTAR cathode in [12] .
Boundary conditions need to be imposed at each surface and at the outflow. Boundary conditions for a conductor surface are used at the emitter, orifice, keeper, and anode. These conditions assume an infinitesimally small sheath that can be modeled as one-dimensional. In addition, the total electron current from the emitter is the difference between the emitted and absorbed current. The emitted current is determined by the Richardson-Dursham [31] emission equation. The emitter temperature is specified as an input based on available laboratory measurements. We estimate the impact of electrostatic oscillations on the macroscopic properties of the ions and electrons by taking moments of a kinetic equation for the plasma. This technique follows the treatment of Dum [32] and Davidson and Krall [33] , in which the distribution function in velocity space for each species s in the plasma is the sum of the background distribution f 0s and a perturbation distribution f 1s . The plasma potential is assumed to admit a similar decomposition, ϕ ϕ 0 ϕ 1 . In addition, we invoke the eikonal approximation to represent the perturbation variables as the sum over modes with frequency ω and wave vector k, f 1s P k f 1ks exp ik ⋅ x − ωt. Taking moments of the Boltzmann equation and invoking the random phase approximation between modes, we find that the evolution equations for momentum density and energy density [34] are modified in the presence of oscillations by the additional force and energy terms, respectively:
Here, we have defined the zeroth moment of the first-order distribution as the perturbed plasma density:
We can gain insight into how these driving terms for each species in Eqs. (1) and (2) relate to one another by taking the real and imaginary components of Poisson's equation for the kth mode:
We thus find that total momentum due to the growth and absorption of the electrostatic modes in the plasma is conserved (i.e., F ai −F ae ). Ion-acoustic modes are characterized by oscillations in both particle species as well as electrostatic fields (cf. [20] ). Because electrostatic fields have no momentum and the electrons are light, the wave momentum is primarily carried by the oscillations in the species with the most inertia, the ions. An increase in wave momentum thus results in an average increase in momentum of the ions. By the conservation law, this wave growth must be balanced by a loss of the bulk electron momentum.
For the heating terms in Eq. (2), we prescribe that the wave vector k is real, but the frequency of each mode has an imaginary component, ω ω r iω i , where ω i ≪ ω r . The relations in Eq. (3) combined with Eq. (2) thus yield where we have defined the total energy density of the electrostatic field for the kth mode,
and used quasi neutrality of the background plasma to write n 0e n 0i n 0 . The terms in Eq. (4) represent the change in kinetic energy of the electrons and ions associated with the growth, damping, and propagation of the electrostatic waves. Unlike in the case of momentum, however, not only do the ion oscillations have nonnegligible kinetic energy but so too do the electron oscillations and the electric field associated with the waves. Therefore, energy is only conserved by taking into account both the particle kinetic energy and field energy contributions. To evaluate the previous terms explicitly for the case of ionacoustic waves, it is necessary to find expressions for the perturbed electron density n 1ke , the real and imaginary components of the mode frequency ω r and ω i , the wave vector k, and the potential amplitude ϕ 1k . These expressions can be derived from the Boltzmann equation in the presence of perturbations and the dispersion relation for the ion-acoustic instability. A Maxwellian distribution function is assumed for background ions and electrons such that the perturbed densities for electrons and ions are written as
The dispersion relation allows us to obtain the real and imaginary parts of the wave frequency:
where c s qT e ∕m i p , v e qT e ∕m e p . The latter result for the imaginary component of the frequency provides insight into the terms that damp or grow the acoustic modes. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) represents the growth of the wave from inverse Landau damping on the electron species. This is a collisionless process whereby the acoustic waves can gain energy at the expense of electron drift u e , provided that a resonant condition is satisfied: the electron drift in the direction of the phase velocity must exceed the wave speed in the ion frame of reference, c s . This is inherently a kinetic effect and depends on an interaction of the waves with a small subset of the electron distribution of particles. The criterion for electron growth is typically satisfied for hollow cathode plasmas because they exhibit high electron drift in the plume. The second term in the imaginary part of ω represents collisionless damping of the waves from ion Landau damping. In a process that directly mirrors that of the electrons, the bulk ion population can remove energy from the acoustic turbulence oscillations due to the resonant interaction of a small subset of the ions in the distribution function moving at the wave phase velocity. The last term in Eq. (8) represents damping of the wave due to ion collisions.
Because the perturbed density scales with potential amplitude [Eq. (6)], the summations over k in the expressions for momentum and energy rates [Eqs. (1) and (4)] are weighted by the square of the potential amplitude ϕ 2 1k . Without a fully self-consistent description of the dominant processes governing the interaction of the ion-acoustic modes, it is not possible to know a priori how ϕ 2 1k depends on the wave vector. We circumvent this limitation by assuming a functional form of the potential amplitude that is informed by experimental measurements and is consistent with theories for saturated or semisaturated acoustic turbulent spectra [23, 35] :
where C 0 and β are constants; δ denotes the Dirac delta function; V D u e − u i ∕ju e − u i j is the direction of relative drift between the species; ω pi q 2 n 0 ∕ε 0 m i p is the ion plasma frequency; and ω 0 is the lower-bound cutoff frequency for the instability. The inverse power law for the magnitude of the energy spectrum is consistent with a number of theoretical and experimental results of saturated or partially saturated IAT. It is the result of a redistribution of energy in the spectra to longer length scales by nonlinear processes [18, 19] . The need for a lower cutoff frequency ω 0 for the spectrum is based on previous measurements of the IAT spectra in a 100 A LaB6 cathode ( Fig. 3 in [23] and Fig. 5 in [25] ) and is physically attributed to damping of acoustic modes at long length scales by processes such as geometric cutoffs or ion collisions [23] . The choice to place an upper bound on the spectrum at ω r βω pi represents the theoretical cutoff of ion-acoustic waves above this frequency, and the scaling factor β < 1 captures the experimental observations from [23] that the acoustic modes actually dissipate at some fraction of this theoretical limit. The multiplication by the Dirac delta only selects wave vectors in the direction of relative drift. This choice is motivated by Eq. (8), which shows that the growth rate is maximized when k is collinear with u e − u i . We therefore assume that the wave direction is confined to a very narrow cone in this dominant direction.
Applying the definition for wave energy density of electrostatic modes [20] to the dielectric response for the ion-acoustic instability, we find that the perturbations of the plasma potential can be expressed as a function of the wave energy density W. For the kth mode of the ion-acoustic waves, W k becomes
As we will find in the next subsection, it will be necessary to determine moments of the summation,
where l is an integer. To approximate this quantity, we convert the summation over k to an integral by multiplying by a differential Δk such that
Because we have assumed a distribution in which the wave vector is collinear with the electron-ion drift velocity, the frequency and wavenumber are linearly related by ω r kc s 1 V D ⋅ u i ∕c s . Evaluating this integral with the specified form of ϕ 2 1k from Eq. (9), we find the result
where W T denotes the total wave energy density summed over all k modes of the spectrum.
Wave Energy Equation
The plasma wave kinetic equation (cf. [20] ) for the evolution of the kth electrostatic mode in the plasma is given by
where N k W k ∕ω r denotes the wave action. This expression can be interpreted as a conservation equation for the density of quasi particles, phonons, at each wave vector. The first two terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (13) represent the flux of phonons in physical space, where they are convected out of the volume at the mode group velocity. The third term is an effective acceleration that results as varying background plasma parameters change the dispersion of the modes propagating at k. This parallels the way the electric field term in the Vlasov equation changes the velocity of particles in a given distribution function through acceleration. The terms on the right side of Eq. (13) represent sources and sinks due to interactions with the plasma species. These include linear effects such as Landau damping and weak collisions [cf. Eq. (8)] and higher-order, nonlinear terms due to wave-wave and wave-particle coupling effects [22, 36] that we have neglected.
Using the assumed distribution of wave amplitude and the explicit forms for ω r and ω i , we integrate Eq. (13) over all values of k to find
Because the acoustic modes propagate in the laboratory frame with group velocity ∂ω∕∂k c sVD u i , the last term in Eq. (14) represents the characteristic time scale in the wave frame of reference over which the parameter ω 0 ln βω pi ∕ω 0 varies. For this investigation, we assume that the cutoff frequency ω 0 is approximately constant and that the logarithmic contribution ln βω pi ∕ω 0 is only a weakly varying parameter in the plume. We therefore can neglect this last term compared to the collisional damping and the growth. This allows us to write Eq. (14) in the simplified form
The interpretation of this equation is that the wave energy propagates along characteristics parallel to the average group velocity. This energy changes as it convects through the plasma depending on the interchange between growth from the electron drift and damping from resonant heating of ions and collisions. Equation (15) has, in fact, the form of a conservation statement and can be solved concurrently with the remainder of evolution equations in OrCa2D.
Momentum Equation for Ions and Electrons
For the change in momentum of the electrons, Eq. (1) yields
where we have defined an effective collision frequency
where ω pe q 2 n 0 ∕ε 0 m e p is the electron plasma frequency. The physical implication of this result is that the relative drift between species leads to the growth of the acoustic modes through inverse Landau damping on the electrons. The transfer of momentum to the turbulence from the electrons is represented in a macroscopic way as an enhanced drag on this species with anomalous collision frequency ν a . The parameter β < 1 is assumed to be constant, and we know empirically that, for the IAT in the cathode plasma (cf. Fig. 3 in [23] ), the logarithm of the ratio of the upper-bound to lower-bound cutoff frequencies is order unity. Similarly, typical ion velocities in cathode plumes have been measured to be 2-5 km∕s [24, 37] 
Using the explicit form for the momentum change due to IAT from Eq. (16), we can write the momentum equation for ions and electrons (see, for instance [6] ) as
0 −n 0 qE − n 0 qu e × B − ∇p e − n 0 m e ν ei ν a u e − u i ν en u e ; u e ≫ u n (20)
Energy Equation for Ions and Electrons
Subject to the definitions and assumptions from Secs. II.A1 and II. A.2, we can rewrite the heating terms for the electrons and ions from Eq. (4) as
where we have isolated the contributions to the wave growth from Eq. (8):
Considering that the multiplying term is of order unity, the expressions in Eq. (21) lend themselves to a physical interpretation of the kinetic energy of each species associated with the wave dynamics. In particular, the first term in both Q ae and Q ai represents the sloshing motion of the particles necessary to carry the waves. For the ions, this oscillatory motion gives rise to the wave momentum, whereas for the electrons, the sloshing results from the need to preserve quasi neutrality. In both cases, the magnitude of the particle kinetic energy for the wave motion is directly tied to the wave energy: the larger amplitude the waves are, the higher the energy is from oscillations of both species. The second terms in both lines of Eq. (21) capture the resonant, irreversible heating processes associated with each species. For the electrons, this takes the form of inverse Landau damping on this species. This is a kinetic process where a population of electrons in the distribution that are resonant with the phase velocity lose energy to the wave growth, thereby causing an effective cooling of the electrons. For the ions, the contribution of irreversible heating is due to ion Landau damping and ion collisions. The former is a kinetic process where a small population of ions in the tail of distribution that are resonant with the phase velocity experience an irreversible gain in energy. This removes energy from the waves and adds it to the ions.
By the same arguments we employed to simplify the anomalous collision frequency [Eq. (18)], we can approximate Eq. (21) as
where we have made the physically reasonable assumption that ion collision frequency is lower than the ion plasma frequency ν i ∕ω pi ≪ 1, and we have dropped the contributions of the electrostatic terms in Q ai under the assumption that the growth rate is lower than the ion plasma frequency. In these simplified forms, we can see that the ion heating approximately balances the electron heating. The electrons therefore always lose energy to the growth of the waves. The ion population conversely always will be heated. Written explicitly then, the energy equation for electrons (e.g., [6] ) with contributions from the IAT thus becomes 3 2 ∂p e ∂t ∇ ⋅ 5 2 p e u e − κ e ∇T e − u e ⋅ ∇p e Q T e Q ae m e n 0 ν ei ν a u e ⋅ u e − u i − _ nqε ip (24) The terms on the right-hand side denote, in order, the heat exchange due to thermal nonequilibrium of electrons with ions and neutrals, the anomalous cooling, the friction heating, and the energy lost due to ionization, with ε ip being the ionization potential.
We can compare the importance of anomalous cooling with respect to the other source terms. In particular, the ratio of the anomalous cooling and friction terms yields Q ae m e nν a u e ⋅ u e − u i
For cathode plasmas that we have investigated in previous work [15, 23, 40] , we have computed the ratio of the electron drift and thermal velocity to be at most of order unity, and because the square root of the mass ratios is ∼480 and the maximum value of the exponential contribution T e ∕T i 3∕2 exp−T e ∕2T i ≈ 1.16, we therefore can neglect the anomalous heating compared to the frictional heating by the anomalous collision frequency.
Finally, we apply the same treatment as before to derive the ion heating equation (e.g., [6] ). However, this time, we find that we can neglect the resistive heating term in favor of the anomalous ion heating:
The need to consider this expression for ion heating represents a significant departure from previous implementations of OrCa2D [5, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] 26] . In these earlier versions, the energy equation for ions and neutrals was combined due to the short thermal equilibration time between the species. However, because we have assumed here that the growth rate of the instability ω i ≫ ν i , the equilibration between species is no longer valid. Thus, separate evolution equations for the neutrals and ions must be considered. We can simplify Eq. (26) further by making a number of assumptions informed by experimental measurements in the cathode plume. In particular, a recent campaign to measure ion velocities along the centerline of a 100 A LaB 6 hollow cathode [24] has shown that the magnitude of the ion flow velocity varies slowly in the plume. We therefore make the assumption that ∇p i ∕p i ≫ ∇ ⋅ u i ∕u i . Similarly, if we assume that the electron drift is sufficiently high that the growth from electrons dominates over the ion Landau damping (a valid approximation in most regions near the cathode), we can include Eq. (15) 
At steady state, which ultimately is the condition where the cathode equilibrates, and subject to the assumption that c s ∼ ju i j, we further can reduce this expression to
For the slowly varying plasma parameters in the cathode plume, ω pi ∕ω 0 is approximately constant. In this case, we find the relation
where Γ is a constant depending on the ratio of the plasma frequency to the cutoff frequency. This expression is in keeping with a physical description of the wave dynamics. Oscillations in the plasma density and ion velocity that correspond to the propagation of the acoustic modes lead to a time-averaged broadening in the standard deviation of the velocity (i.e., the temperature). The scaling indicated by Eq. (29) has been experimentally validated in the three most recent studies that have examined the relationship between IAT and ion energy in a highcurrent cathode plume [23, 24, 37] .
B. Self-Induced Magnetic Field and Ohm's Law
Magnetic fields induced by the large current densities that can develop in high-current hollow cathodes cannot be neglected in numerical simulations. Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional (2-D) contour of the azimuthal magnetic field produced by the distribution of electron current density in a simulation of a LaB 6 hollow cathode operating at 140 A, according to Ampere's law: 
This expression can be easily evaluated in OrCa2D. The maximum values are found in the vicinity of the orifice and reach more than 50 G. For reference, the typical applied magnetic fields along the axis of Hall thrusters are in the order of 150 G. In OrCa2D numerical simulations of cathodes with applied magnetic fields, we have observed that the plasma in the plume is altered significantly, ORTEGA, JORNS, AND MIKELLIDES making it much more confined around the axis. Thus, self-induced magnetic fields must be included in OrCa2D simulations of highcurrent cathodes.
We allow only for the azimuthal component of the magnetic field in our model because the electron current is mostly axial in the region of interest. This assumption also simplifies the process of solving for Ohm's law in OrCa2D. For a generic magnetic field in three dimensions, which can be the combination of the applied field in the axial-radial plane and a self-induced azimuthal magnetic field, Ohm's law reads θ → 0 −ηΩ e j e⊥ ηj eθ ;
∕∕ → E ∕∕ − ∇ ∕∕ n 0 T e n 0 ηΩ e j e⊥ β θ ηj e∕∕ η ei j i∕∕ ; In the preceding expressions, the parallel (∕∕) and perpendicular (⊥) directions (second and third equation) refer to the projection of the magnetic field in the z-r plane (Fig. 1) . We can invert Ohm's law to obtain closed expressions for the in-plane current density components:
As mentioned previously in this section, the computational grid is aligned with the applied in-plane magnetic field to avoid crossdiffusion terms in the computation of the plasma potential. This would have been no longer possible if we had considered the selfinduced magnetic field components in the z-r plane because the vector β would have changed from time step to time step. On the other hand, Eq. (32), which only accounts for the azimuthal self-induced field, can be solved in a fixed MFAM or in a generalized z-r grid if no applied magnetic field exists (i.e., β ∕∕ 0). It can also be shown that this expression is equivalent to the classical expression for Ohm's law (cf. [15] ) when β θ 0.
III. Comparison Between Anomalous Collision Frequency Models and Experiments
OrCa2D has been extensively validated by experimental results [5, 6, 12, 13, 15, 17] . Thus, we focus here on highlighting improvements in the solution produced by OrCa2D when the models described in Sec. II are implemented. We use as an example a case (high-current LaB 6 cathode operating at 140 A) for which OrCa2D only produced qualitative agreement with experiments [15] when equipped with the Sagdeev and Galeev model that assumes saturation of the IAT at all times [22] : In simulations with OrCa2D [5, 6, 12, 15, 26] that make use of the Sagdeev-Galeev model (33) , anomalous heating of ions was not modeled based on first principles, and so the ratio T e ∕T i in Eq. (33) was included only phenomenologically and as part of the scaling coefficient α 0 . It should therefore be noted that, in subsequent comparisons with results from this model, the variation of T e ∕T i was not accounted for self-consistently.
Modifications in OrCa2D with respect to the model presented in [5, 6, 12, 15, 26] are as follow. The anomalous collision frequency is now calculated by means of Eq. (18) . The wave energy density is computed using Eq. (15), which is hyperbolic in nature and is discretized with the same first-order-accurate implicit Euler scheme in time and HLL solver for convection terms that the transport equations for neutrals and ions employ. The ion temperature equation now includes an additional term given by Eq. (23) . Finally, the plasma potential is still computed from the combination of the current continuity equation and Ohm's law, which now takes the form of Eq. (32) . This equation is discretized in space making use of a centered scheme that is second-order accurate.
The numerical results shown in this paper are for a LaB 6 cathode operating at 140 A of discharge current and a mass flow rate of 10 sccm0.9765 mg∕s of xenon. There exists a gap between the anode and cathode that allows for the insertion of probes for plasma measurements in the cathode plume. Relative dimensions of the cathode are given in Table 1 . Measurements of the wave energy density based on the amplitude of the plasma oscillations were also obtained in this region. These measurements have an uncertainty of approximately 1-2 eV for the plasma potential and the electron temperature and a factor of 2 for the wave energy density. The discharge voltage during laboratory test in these conditions was 25.2 V. We specified the maximum emitter temperature to be 1733°C, at a location of approximately two-thirds of the length of the emitter. The emitter temperature close to the orifice wall is 1625°C. These values were derived from emitter temperature measurements for a slightly different operating condition (100 A, 12 sccm) [15] . The latter was achieved by acknowledging that, for a constant discharge current, larger emitter temperatures lead to increased electron emission. In turn, the plasma potential inside the cathode tube has to decrease to allow for an increased amount of return current to the emitter so that the net current from the emitter remains constant. In consequence, the emitter temperature can be determined by satisfying that the plasma potential agrees well with the experimental measurements at the cathode orifice. The values of the emitter temperature required at 140 A are higher than at 100 A, which is consistent with the experimental trends observed for other cathodes [41] . The keeper was operated in floating mode. We run OrCa2D in a way such that the discharge voltage and emitter temperature are fixed, whereas the parameter ω 0 in Eq. (15), which represents the lower bound cutoff for the frequency spectra, is determined so that the discharge current is 140 A. When the Sagdeev-Galeev model [Eq. (33) ] is used, it is the value of α 0 that is determined to achieve the discharge current prescribed by the operating condition.
To gain insight on the effect of each of the aspects of the model, we present five different results (Table 2) for which the computed values of plasma density, electron temperature, plasma potential, and anomalous collision frequency along the cathode centerline are depicted in Fig. 3 . Case 1 results were obtained using the analytical Sagdeev-Galeev model [Eq. (33)]. Case 2 makes use of the selfconsistent anomalous model but only considers the effect that the IAT has on the momentum [Eqs. (16) and (17)], neglecting ion heating. We do not consider here the effect of the self-induced magnetic field either. Case 3 includes the effect of a self-induced magnetic field but also neglects ion heating. Cases 4 and 5 include the effect of the self-induced field and anomalous heating, using the complete ion energy equation [Eq. (26)] and the simplified model [Eq. (29)], respectively. In Fig. 3 , we also include the experimental measurements in the cathode plume region. z 0 is the cathode orifice entrance, and the z axis has been nondimensionalized with the emitter length. The locations of other elements of the cathode are summarized in Table 1 . The experimental value of the anomalous collision frequency has been derived from direct experimental measurements of the plasma density, electron temperature, and wave energy density using Eq. (17) . The experimental wave energy density is based on direct measurements of the spectra of plasma oscillations [23] and has a factor of 2 uncertainty. We have also included in Fig. 3 (top right) the profile of the classical collision frequency ν ei ν en to highlight the regions of the computational domain in which the anomalous collision frequency is the principal contributor to electron transport.
While solving energy density equation [Eq. (15)], it is necessary to specify a floor value for W T . This is because the right-hand side of the equation is negative inside the cathode tube, which will result in W T → 0 as t → ∞. When this happens, there cannot be wave growth even in regions where the growth rate is positive due to the convective nature of Eq. (15) . The physical significance of the floor value W 0 is that it represents the random thermal motion of the ions spontaneously exciting acoustic modes. Our numerical tests reveal that the value of W 0 has minimal influence on the results [26] , as long as the anomalous collision frequency computed from Eq. (17) with W T W 0 is less than the classical collision frequency (Fig. 3, top  right) inside the cathode tube. In Fig. 4 , we depict the wave energy density for the simulations that make use of Eq. (15) . It is shown that W T is at the floor value inside the cathode tube. Wave growth only occurs when the right-hand side of Eq. (15) becomes positive. Fig. 3 Comparison between measured and computed plasma properties along the cathode centerline. The computed results are for the five different cases listed in Table 2 .
A. Comparison Between Sagdeev-Galeev and Wave Energy Density Models for Electron Transport
The Sagdeev-Galeev model (case 1) accounts for the effect of saturated waves on the electron transport but not for ion heating. Thus, we can compare the latter directly with the wave energy density model (case 2) given by Eqs. (15) and (18) . To achieve a discharge current of 140 A, α 0 0.013 in Eq. (33). Using Eq. (33), we find that α 0 αT e ∕T i . The value of α was determined (many years after the work reported in [22] ) to be approximately 0.01 [42] . The latter suggests that the Sagdeev-Galeev model predicts the electron temperature to be approximately equal to the ion temperature as the instability saturates. We observe sharp differences in the anomalous collision frequency along the cathode centerline depending on the model employed. The Sagdeev and Galeev model predicts a peak in anomalous collision frequency at the orifice, whereas the wave energy approach predicts rapid growth in the orifice and saturation at approximately 1.5 emitter lengths from the peak of the Sagdeev and Galeev model. An explanation for such differences can be found by observing the nature of Eqs. (15), (18) , and (33). Equation (33) is an algebraic expression that predicts large values of anomalous transport in regions in which the electron Mach number (the ratio of the drift velocity and the thermal velocity) and the plasma frequency are large. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the plasma density (ω pe ∼ n e p ) and electron Mach number along the centerline for cases 1 and 2. For Eq. (33), the maximum anomalous collision frequency is achieved between the maxima of the plasma density and Mach number. As the density decreases by orders of magnitude, the maximum anomalous collision frequency is closer to the location of maximum plasma density (i.e., in the vicinity of the orifice), as shown in Fig. 3 . On the contrary, Eq. (15) predicts large values of the growth rate when the electron Mach number is large. In the wave energy model, the wave energy density is small at the orifice because the conditions for growth are not met inside the cathode tube (Fig. 4) . The growth rate is maximum at the orifice and immediately downstream of it, but because of the convective term in Eq. (15), the peak in the wave energy and, subsequently, in the anomalous collision frequency [Eq. (18)] occurs farther into the plume than in the Sagdeev-Galeev model. The significance of the comparison between these two models lies in the fact that the Sagdeev-Galeev model is limited by the assumption of saturation everywhere. In the orifice, the wave density model suggests that the waves are starting to grow, whereas the Sagdeev-Galeev model is assuming that these waves have reached saturation. Comparison with the experimental data (Fig. 3 ) reveals that neither model can predict the location of maximum anomalous collision frequency accurately, which appears to be located in between the predicted results for cases 1 and 2. We also observe large differences in plasma potential end electron temperature as a consequence of the change in the distribution of the anomalous collision frequency. Case 2 exhibits a characteristic kink in the plasma potential between z∕L emitter 0 and z∕L emitter 1 that does not occur when the Sagdeev-Galeev model is employed. This feature can be explained by the absence of significant anomalous collision frequency between z∕L emitter 0 and z∕L emitter 1 in the selfconsistent model. Thus, the electrons experience low resistivity to their motion in the axial direction, and the plasma potential does not have to increase to support the electron current to the anode. In the Sagdeev-Galeev model, the resistivity in this region is close to its maximum, and the plasma potential has to monotonically increase to support the transport of electrons. Experimental measurements suggest that the plasma potential remains relatively flat in the region between z∕L emitter 0 and z∕L emitter 1, which is closer to the result produced by the wave energy model. We also observe that the predicted plasma density for both cases falls below the measured values by almost an order of magnitude at z∕L emitter ∼ 1. This discrepancy between simulations and experiments is addressed in the next subsection.
B. Self-Induced Magnetic Field (Comparison Between Cases 2 and 3)
The effect of including the self-induced magnetic field in our simulations (Sec. II.B) is that the plasma density downstream of the cathode orifice increases along the cathode centerline due to magnetic confinement. With this improvement included in OrCa2D, we are able to produce simulations that exhibit much better agreement with the experimental measurements (Fig. 3, upper left) of the plasma density. Figure 6 shows 2-D contours of the plasma density with and without the self-induced magnetic field. The ion beam expands almost isotropically when no magnetic field is present. When the model for B θ is included, the beam expands predominantly in the axial direction.
With respect to the anomalous collision frequency, its maximum value, as computed by the wave energy model, occurs slightly upstream compared to the result with no magnetic field. Even though the electron Mach number, which controls the growth rate of Eq. (15), decreases in a more confined beam (i.e., for the same electron current, the plasma density increases, resulting in a lower electron drift velocity), the value of the cutoff frequency ω 0 that is required to meet the operating condition of 140 A (Table 2 ) is higher than the one computed in the simulation with no magnetic field. A higher value of ω 0 increases the growth rate [Eq. (15) ] in the vicinity of the orifice, which results in the wave energy density W T reaching its maximum value more quickly than in case 2 (Fig. 4) . In turn, the maximum anomalous collision frequency for case 3 is closer (but still upstream) to the location predicted by the measurements. We also observe that, for case 3, the electron temperature and plasma potential values agree remarkably well with the experimental measurements. It is worth noting (even though it is not shown here) that if the Sagdeev-Galeev model is employed when also accounting for the self-induced Table 2 .
magnetic field, the comparison with the measured plasma density also improves with respect to case 1. However, the location of the maximum anomalous collision frequency will not move significantly because the conditions that produce a maximum value of Eq. (33) still occur in the vicinity of the orifice (i.e., most of the effect of the selfinduced magnetic field occurs in the keeper and near plume because the plasma at the orifice is already confined by the small orifice cross section). Moreover, the limitation of the Sagdeev-Galeev model of predicting wave saturation at a location in which waves are only starting to grow is still applicable when we account for the selfinduced magnetic field. We show in Fig. 7 the 2-D contours of the relevant plasma parameters in simulations with and without the model for a selfinduced magnetic field. The confinement of the plasma around the cathode axis is evident, with plasma properties closely following the plasma density contours of Fig. 6 . We also observe that the electron streamtraces are closely parallel to the longitudinal axis immediately downstream of the orifice. In the region farther downstream, the effects of the self-induced magnetic field are negligible, as indicated by the 2-D distribution of B θ in Fig. 2 .
C. Effect of Ion Heating (Cases 4 and 5)
We finally consider the effect of ion heating due to the ionacoustic turbulence. Figure 8 shows the ion temperature computed from Eqs. (26) and (29), corresponding to cases 4 and 5 in Table 2 , respectively. The ion temperature reaches a maximum value of approximately 2 eV along the cathode centerline. Differences between the values computed from Eqs. (26) and (29) can be explained by the influence, albeit small, of the thermal conductivity. The latter leads to a more diffused distribution of the ion temperature for case 4. At the location of the maximum ion temperature, the solution with no anomalous heating predicts a temperature of 0.02 eV. The electron temperature at that location is 4 to 6 eV. It can be shown that the Landau damping term in Eq. (15) has a maximum when the ratio of the electron to the ion temperature is 3. As shown in Fig. 9 , this ratio in our simulations is between 1.5 and 3 in the cathode plume, and thus we must expect significant differences with respect to the result of case 3, which did not account for ion heating. As shown in Figs. 3 and 10 , when comparing case 3 with cases 4 and 5, the profiles of wave energy density and anomalous collision frequency respond by moving upstream for cases 4 and 5. In cases 4 and 5, the anomalous collision frequency decreases downstream of the peak instead of remaining approximately constant as in case 3. In the latter, the wave energy density stays constant in the plume because the growth and Landau damping terms in Eq. (15) are small. In cases 4 and 5, Landau damping is not negligible and reduces the wave energy density (Fig. 4) in regions of the plume (z∕L emitter > 1) where it is dominant over the growth term. We can find an explanation to the change in location of the maximum anomalous collision frequency by noting that, because the discharge current and voltage stay constant between simulations, the amount of anomalous resistivity Table 2) , right: with self-induced magnetic field (case 3 in Table 2 ).
ORTEGA, JORNS, AND MIKELLIDES integrated along the electrons' path between the cathode and anode must remain approximately constant. Because the wave energy density and in turn the resistivity are lower in the plume in cases 4 and 5 than in case 3, we need higher resistivity (higher anomalous collision frequency) in locations upstream of where the Landau damping decreases the wave energy. The only way to achieve this in our simulations is to increase the cutoff frequency ω 0 , as shown in Table 2 , to promote growth of the instability. As the growth rate increases, the maximum anomalous collision frequency is reached farther upstream. Thus, we find that the location of the maximum anomalous collision frequency in simulations with ion heating (cases 4 and 5) is very close to the experimental location. Small changes are also observed between cases 3, 4, and 5 in the electron temperature, plasma potential, and plasma density as a consequence of the different anomalous collision frequency distribution. However, the numerical results still agree reasonably well with the measured quantities. The numerical results using the complete ion temperature equation and the simplified expression [Eq. (29) ] are remarkably close. The validity of Eq. (29), at least for cathodes operating at high-current conditions have also been confirmed experimentally in [24, 37] , where laser-induced fluorescence was used to determine the distribution function of the ions at multiple axial locations in the cathode plume. We finally note that the ratio of the electron and ion temperatures (Fig. 9 ) is higher at the location of maximum anomalous collision frequency (z∕L emitter ∼ 1) than the value predicted by the Sagdeev-Galeev model. In the SagdeevGaleev model, the coefficient employed in our simulation suggested that the ratio is close to 1, whereas the wave energy density model predicts a ratio of approximately 4. It should be recognized here that the value of 1 associated with the Sagdeev-Galeev model is a consequence of the assumption in Eq. (33) that T e ∕T i does not vary significantly, which naturally leads to some effective value after α 0 is determined. The physical meaning of this value and the location at which it occurs is therefore ambiguous. A more meaningful comparison would have been allowed if the self-consistently computed ion temperature from the solution of the ion energy equation was used in Eq. (33) . However, this was beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, at least from a numerical perspective, the discrepancy between models can be attributed to the shift in the location of maximum anomalous collision frequency between simulations.
We must discuss briefly the significance of the values of ω 0 summarized in Table 2 for each simulation. According to Eq. (9), ω 0 represents the lower bound at which the ion-acoustic instability develops. We assumed in our simulations that the value of ω 0 remains constant in space. Thus, it must be lower than the ion plasma frequency, at least in the regions of growth of the instability. The density distribution found in the simulations (Fig. 3) translates into plasma frequencies in the order of 10 8 -10 9 s −1 in the cathode orifice and plume. These values are higher than any ω 0 found in simulations, Table 2 ), right: with anomalous ion heating (case 4 in Table 2 ).
and therefore the condition that ω 0 cannot exceed the ion plasma frequency is met. In addition, the values of ω 0 obtained in our simulations are similar to the wave frequencies that experimental data showed in Fig. 3 of [23] for multiple operating conditions (note that the 140 A condition is not shown).
IV. Conclusions
In this paper, a mathematical model was presented that yields the growth and saturation of the ion-acoustic turbulence (IAT) in the plume of hollow cathodes and its effect on the plasma resistivity and ion heating. Also included were the effects of self-induced magnetic fields, which are important in cathodes operating at large discharge currents. Numerical simulations that employed these models show large improvements in the agreement with plasma measurements with respect to a previous model, which assumed complete saturation of the instability and did not account for its growth stage and the anomalous heating of ions by the IAT.
The wave energy density was derived from a quasi-linear formulation of the Boltzmann equation for ions and electrons, combined with the dispersion relation for the IAT. The equation for its evolution thus takes the form of a partial differential equation that is hyperbolic in nature. The convection term depends on the group velocity, and the right-hand side of the equation controls the local growth or damping of the instability. The wave energy density was then related to the macroscopic effects of the IAT through a drag term in the momentum equation and a heating term in the energy equations for electrons and ions. These equations were then solved concurrently with the equations of motion of neutrals, ions, and electrons in the hollow cathode code OrCa2D.
The results produced by this model were compared with experimental measurements in the plume of a LaB 6 cathode operating at a discharge current of 140 A and mass flow rate of 10 sccm. At such high currents, it was found that the self-induced magnetic field could not be neglected, and so Ampere's and Ohm's laws were incorporated appropriately to take its effects into account. Numerical simulations showed that the growth rate of the instability reaches a maximum in the vicinity of the cathode orifice (as shown by a rapid increase in the wave energy density), but the resistivity reaches a maximum farther downstream in the plume. This occurs because the convective term in the wave energy density equation shifts the location of maximum resistivity downstream of the location of maximum growth. It was shown that the location and magnitude of the maximum anomalous collision frequency show close agreement with experimental measurements, especially when anomalous heating of ions is included. It was also shown that anomalous heating is the leading term in the ion temperature equation, allowing to formulate a simple linear relation between the wave energy density and the ion temperature. This relation has recently been confirmed experimentally. Finally, accounting for the self-induced magnetic field resulted in numerical solutions that showed significant plasma confinement in the proximity of the cathode centerline downstream of the orifice, in agreement with experimental observations.
